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Abstract

Clean MAS observation of 13C-labeled carbons in membrane-bound HIV-1 and influenza fusion peptides was made by using a

rotational-echo double-resonance spectroscopy (REDOR) filter of directly bonded 13C–15N pairs. The clean filtering achieved with

the REDOR approach is superior to filtering done with sample difference spectroscopy. In one labeling approach, the peptide had

labels at a single 13C carbonyl and its directly bonded 15N. The resulting chemical shift distribution of the filtered signal is used to

assess the distribution of local secondary structures at the labeled carbonyl. For the influenza peptide, the Leu-2 carbonyl chemical

shift distribution is shown to vary markedly with lipid and detergent composition, as well as peptide:lipid ratio, suggesting that the

local peptide structure also has a strong dependence on these factors. Because most carboxylic- and amino-labeled amino acids are

commercially available, this REDOR approach should have broad applicability to chemically synthesized peptides as well as

bacterially synthesized proteins. In a second labeling approach, the HIV-1 fusion peptide had U-13C, 15N labeling over three se-

quential residues. When a 1.6ms REDOR dephasing time is used, only backbone 13C signals are observed. The resulting spectra are

used to determine spectral linewidths and to assess feasibility of assignment of uniformly labeled peptide.

� 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Rotational-echo double-resonance spectroscopy

(REDOR) is one of the most widely used magic angle

spinning (MAS) NMR techniques for analysis of mo-
lecular structure in the solid state [1–6]. REDOR has

found additional application in detection of formation

of chemical bonds [7,8] and in resonance assignment of

small peptides [9]. The wide use of REDOR is primarily

due to the relative simplicity and robustness of its pulse

sequence and data analysis. In this paper, we apply

REDOR to the filtered MAS observation of backbone

carbons in membrane-bound fusion peptides.
In many biopolymeric systems in the solid state, it is

important to filter MAS signals from labeled nuclei of

interest out of a large background of natural abundance

signals. The chemical shifts and/or chemical shift an-

isotropies of the filtered labeled signals can provide in-

formation about local structure and may be additionally

combined with dipolar coupling or other structural

measurements [10–20]. The most basic filtering is dif-

ference spectroscopy between a sample containing spe-
cific labeling and a pure natural abundance sample. To

work well, the two samples must be made under nearly

identical conditions. For 13C nuclei, there may also be

background from the probe, which is subtracted most

easily if there is approximately the same amount of

material in the labeled and unlabeled samples. In gen-

eral, sample difference filtering is more difficult for

broader labeled resonances and when the labeled site
signals are small relative to the natural abundance

contributions from the sample and probe.

In samples labeled with two nearby homonuclei (e.g.,
13C separated by <5�AA), double-quantum MAS methods

based on the homonuclear dipolar coupling have been

developed which can filter out the natural abundance

signal [15,21–24]. Because only nearby 13C–13C pairs are

observed with these techniques, 13C natural abundance
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nuclei are typically filtered by a factor of up to �100
relative to the labels.

In the present study, REDOR filtering is applied to

observe the MAS signals from labeled backbone 13C in

membrane-bound fusion peptides. These peptides have

similar membrane fusion activity as the viral fusion

proteins from which they are derived and thus serve as

useful model fusion systems [25]. The goal of solid state

NMR structural and dynamical studies on the mem-
brane-bound forms of these peptides is to provide in-

sight into the ways in which they induce membrane

fusion [19,26,27]. For these systems, REDOR filtering is

compared to sample difference spectroscopy and has

several advantages including: (1) better filtering of nat-

ural abundance signals; (2) requiring one rather than

two samples; and (3) better compensation for spec-

trometer and probe drifts. In one labeling approach, a
single 13C–15N pair is probed with 13C carbonyl labeling

of the residue of interest and 15N amide labeling of the

subsequent residue. Because this labeling scheme uses

the most widely available and least expensive labeled

amino acids, it can usually be straightforwardly imple-

mented. REDOR filtering is also applied to observe

backbone carbons of a membrane-bound fusion peptide

which is U-13C, 15N-labeled over three sequential resi-
dues.

With the labeling described in this paper, other fil-

tering approaches are possible, including SFAM, TE-

DOR, and 15N–13C cross-polarization. In Section 3, the

signal-to-noise of the REDOR approach is compared to

previous studies using these other approaches.

2. Results

Figs. 1a–h display 13C MAS spectra of membrane-

bound fusion peptide samples which contain 0.3–

0.5 lmol peptide. In (a–d), (e–g), and (h), the peptide:

lipid mol ratios are 1:100, 1:80, and 1:40, respectively. In

(a–g), the samples contained the HFP HIV-1 fusion

peptide and in (h), the sample contained the IFP-KKK
influenza fusion peptide. In (a), the sample contained a

single 13C backbone carbonyl label at Phe-8, and in (b),

the sample contained unlabeled peptide. Fifty Hz line

broadening and baseline correction was applied to each

spectrum. The (a) – (b) difference spectrum is repre-

sented in (c). In (d), the difference spectrum is presented

between the spectrum of a sample containing a single

backbone carbonyl label at Val-2 (not shown) and the
(b) spectrum. In a difference spectrum, signals are ob-

served for the labeled isotropic carbonyl resonance at

171–172 ppm and for its M ¼ þ2 to �2 spinning side-
bands. In calculating either (c) or (d), the overall am-

plitude and chemical shift of the (b) spectrum were each

adjusted to give the best compromise in the difference

spectrum between absorptive phasing of the labeled

carbonyl resonances and minimal 10–60 ppm aliphatic
signal.

The labeled Phe-8, labeled Val-2, and unlabeled

samples all contained the LM-2 lipid mixture, which

approximately reflects the lipid headgroup and choles-

terol composition of the target T cells of the HIV-1 virus

[28]. The labeled Phe-8 and unlabeled samples used the

same batch of LM-2 while the labeled Val-2 sample used

a different LM-2 batch. This difference in sample prep-
aration helps to explain the better subtraction obtained

for the Phe-8 sample (c) relative to the Val-2 sample (d).

In (e) and (f), REDOR spectra are displayed for a

membrane-bound HIV-1 fusion peptide sample with

carbonyl 13C Phe-8 and amide 15N Leu-9 labels. The (e)

and (f) spectra are for data collected without (S0) and
with ðS1Þ 15N p pulses, respectively. Each spectrum is

the average of the same number of transients. The (g)
spectrum is derived from the difference between the (e)

and (f) FID�s. Neither FID was scaled or otherwise

adjusted in obtaining the difference. A similar, higher

signal-to-noise REDOR difference spectrum is displayed

in (h) for an influenza fusion peptide sample with car-

bonyl 13C Leu-2 and amide 15N Phe-3 labels. In both (g)

and (h), the labeled isotropic carbonyl resonance is ob-

served and in (h), the M ¼ þ1 and )1 carbonyl side-
bands are also apparent. The (e–h) spectra employed a

1ms dephasing period which corresponds to �90% ideal

REDOR attenuation for a 1.32 �AA C–N distance [29].

The spectra were all processed with 50 Hz line broad-

ening and with baseline correction. Similar spectra were

obtained for 2 and 3ms dephasing periods (not shown).

In terms of signal-to-noise, the 3ms spectrum was

comparable to the 1ms spectrum and the 2ms spectrum
was about 10% better than the 1ms spectrum.

The advantages of the REDOR filtering are clearly

shown in a comparison of (c) and (d) with (g) and (h).

Using sample difference spectroscopy, it is impossible to

completely filter out the lipid aliphatic signals. In addi-

tion, the subtraction requires significant judgement in

setting the amplitude scaling and chemical shifts of the

spectra. By contrast, the REDOR subtraction shows
complete filtering of all of the natural abundance signals

and requires little judgement in spectral processing.

Fig. 2 displays a further application of REDOR fil-

tering to the influenza fusion peptide associated with

different detergent or lipid compositions and at different

peptide:lipid ratios. In DPC micelles, the N-terminal

region of the fusion peptide is helical [30–32] and this is

consistent with the downfield 175 ppm chemical shift
observed in Fig. 2a [11]. In (b) and (c), the membrane

composition is POPC:POPG:cholesterol (8:2:5 mol ra-

tio) with peptide:lipid mol ratios of 1:120 and 1:60, re-

spectively. This lipid composition is similar to that used

by other investigators except for the presence of cho-

lesterol in our samples and its absence in their samples

[31,33]. In both (b) and (c), there is a peak at 175 ppm
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which by comparison with (a), likely corresponds to a

population of peptide with helical structure at Leu-2. In

(b) and (c), there is an additional peak at 172 ppm,

which likely corresponds to a peptide population with

non-helical structure at this residue [11]. The 172/

175 ppm peak intensity ratio is larger at 1:60 pep-

tide:lipid ratio, indicating an increase in the non-helical

population at higher peptide:lipid ratios. This trend is

confirmed by the spectrum in Fig. 1h which was taken

on a sample at 1:40 peptide:lipid ratio and which is

dominated by the 172 ppm non-helical peak. Similar

changes in the overall peptide structure have been in-

ferred from infrared spectroscopy [34]. Interestingly, we

have also seen that the 172 ppm peak is dominant for a

sample made with low peptide:lipid ratio and with a

lipid composition similar to that of the epithelial

Fig. 1. 13C MAS spectra of membrane-bound fusion peptides. In (a–g), the samples contained the HFP HIV-1 fusion peptide and in (h), the sample

contained IFP-KKK influenza fusion peptide. In (a) and (b), cross-polarization spectra are displayed for samples made with Phe-8 carbonyl-labeled

and unlabeled peptide, respectively. The (a)) (b) difference spectrum is presented in (c). In (d), a difference spectrum is displayed between the spectrum

of a sample made with Val-2 carbonyl-labeled peptide (not shown) and the (b) spectrum of the unlabeled sample. The spectra in (e) and (f) are the

respective S0 and S1 REDOR spectra obtained from a sample containing peptide which had both a 13C carbonyl label at Phe-8 and a 15N amide label

at Leu-9. The spectrum in (g) is obtained from processing the S0–S1 difference FID. The (h) spectrum was obtained by a method similar to (g) and is

for an influenza fusion peptide sample which had both a 13C carbonyl label at Leu-2 and a 15N label at Phe-3. The MAS frequency is 3.5 kHz for (a–d)

and 8.0 kHz for (e–h). The spectra in (a), (b), (e), and (f) represent the averages of 73,660, 117,816, 11,168, and 11,168 scans, respectively. The

spectrum of the HIV-1 Val-2-labeled sample (not shown) was the average of 82,576 scans. The S0 and S1 FID�s of the influenza fusion peptide sample
(not shown) were each an average of 77,000 scans. 50Hz line broadening was applied to the (a), (b), (e–h), and labeled Val-2 spectra.
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respiratory cells infected by the influenza virus (data not

shown).

Figs. 3a and b display the REDOR S0 and difference
spectra from the HIV-1 fusion peptide HFP-KKK-

UF8L9G10 associated with LM-3 at peptide:lipid mol

ratio of �1:20. The peptide contains U-13C, 15N labeling

over the Phe-8, Leu-9, and Gly-10 residues. In the S0
spectrum, there is significant natural abundance signal

from the lipid and peptide. The difference spectrum was

taken with a 1.6ms dephasing time and cleanly shows

the signals of backbone carbons directly bonded to la-

beled 15N. The isotropic Ca, carbonyl, and M ¼ þ1, )1,
and )2 spinning sidebands of the carbonyls are appar-
ent. Similar spectra were obtained at 1ms dephasing

time. At longer dephasing times, there are signals from
more remote 13C and significant loss of signal and phase

twists due to directly bonded 13C–13C dipolar and J-

couplings (data not shown) [35–37]. In (b), the isotropic

Phe-8 and Leu-9 carbonyl signals at 172 ppm are unre-

solved whereas the 40–55 ppm Phe-8, Leu-9, and Gly-10

Ca signals are all resolved. On the basis of the charac-

teristic chemical shifts of residue-types, we can tenta-

tively assign the 42.5 ppm signal to the Gly-10 Ca [38]. In

this case, the difference spectrum is also useful for as-

sessing linewidths and indirectly, the feasibility of doing

a full assignment on this peptide with multidimensional
NMR methods. The Gly-10 Ca linewidth is �2.3 ppm
and we expect that a full assignment will be possible for

a peptide which is U-13C, 15N-labeled over a significant

number of its residues [39].

3. Discussion

3.1. Advantages of REDOR filtering

In MAS solid state NMR spectra of membrane-

bound peptides and proteins, signals from specifically

labeled nuclei can provide important information

about the local structure and structural homogeneity

[19,27,40,41]. However, for 13C, these labeled nuclei

signals are usually poorly resolved from large natural
abundance signals of lipid and protein. In this paper, we

investigate two different methods for filtering out these

natural abundance signals, sample difference and RE-

DOR difference spectroscopy. The REDOR difference

spectroscopy is shown to be a superior filtering method

and to be easier to implement because it requires only

one rather than two samples. REDOR does require a

triple rather than double-resonance spectrometer and

Fig. 2. REDOR difference spectra of the influenza fusion peptide in

different detergent and membrane environments. The IFP-GKKK-

L2CF3N peptide was 13C carbonyl-labeled at Leu-2 and 15N-labeled at

Phe-3. In (a), the peptide is in frozen DPC detergent (200mM) at a

peptide:detergent mol ratio of 1:120 while in (b) and (c), the peptide is

in POPC:POPG:cholesterol (8:2:5 mol ratio) at peptide:lipid mol ratios

of 1:120 and 1:60, respectively. The sample temperature was )80 �C in

(a) and )50 �C in (b) and (c). Other experimental conditions were:

6mm rotor diameter; 160lL sample volume; 8.0 kHz MAS frequency;

1ms dephasing time; and 50 Hz of line broadening. For (a), (b), and

(c), the total number of FID�s (S0 þ S1) were 49530, 121344, and 82688,
respectively.

Fig. 3. NMR spectra of LM3-associated HFP-KKK-UF8L9G10. In

(a) and (b), S0 and REDOR subtraction spectra are respectively dis-

played. Experimental conditions were: peptide:lipid mol ratio �1:20;
4mm rotor diameter; �60lL sample volume; 5.0 kHz MAS frequency;

1.6ms dephasing time; 76.9 ppm transmitter frequency; 21,600 total

ðS0 þ S1Þ FID�s; and 50Hz line broadening. The spectral intensity in

(b) is multiplied by a factor of eight relative to that in (a). At this

dephasing time, only labeled 13C directly bonded to 15N are observed

in the REDOR difference spectrum.
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probe as well as 13C/15N labeling rather than just 13C
labeling.

The filtering advantages of REDOR are visually

demonstrated in comparison of Figs. 1c and d with Figs.

1g and h. In our and to some extent others� experience, it
is not possible to completely eliminate natural abun-

dance signals in the sample difference spectrum [17,42].

In addition, calculation of the difference spectrum re-

quires significant judgement in adjustment of the scale
factors and chemical shifts of the input spectra. The

optimal difference spectrum is a compromise and con-

tains significant natural abundance intensity, a rolling

baseline, and apparent dispersive phasing of some

peaks. For example, in Figs. 1c and d, the upfield side of

the M¼)1 carbonyl sideband appears non-absorptive

because of non-ideal subtraction of natural abundance

signals around 130 ppm.
Furthermore, the goodness of the sample difference

subtraction is sensitive to sample preparation. For ex-

ample, in (d), the labeled sample had the same nominal

lipid composition as the unlabeled sample but the lipid

mixtures had been made in separate batches. In (c), the

two samples were made from the same lipid batch and

better subtraction was obtained than in (d). Thus, in

order to obtain optimal subtraction, an unlabeled sam-
ple should be made and its spectrum taken at the same

time as the labeled spectrum. These extra steps require

additional time and expense.

Finally, there is an additional complication when the

probe has a significant 13C background and there are

different amounts of labeled and unlabeled sample.

Under these conditions, it is not possible to find a single

scaling factor which accurately subtracts both the sam-
ple and probe natural abundance background signals.

In contrast to the many complications of sample

difference spectroscopy, REDOR difference spectros-

copy is quite straightforward. No judgement was needed

to obtain the spectra displayed in (g) and (h) and there is

complete filtering of natural abundance signals in a

single sample. By obtaining S0 and S1 data on alternate
scans, optimal compensation is obtained for spectrom-
eter and probe drifts. This compensation scheme is not

possible with sample difference spectroscopy.

Because of incomplete dephasing and/or incomplete
1H decoupling, REDOR difference spectroscopy has

somewhat less sensitivity than sample difference spec-

troscopy. For example, with the 65 kHz TPPM decou-

pling used in experiments on a 6mm probe, there is 10%

signal loss during a 1ms REDOR dephasing period.
The REDOR experiments do require synthesis of a

peptide or protein with a 13C–15N-labeled pair. This is

straightforward with chemical synthesis of peptides and

small proteins. For example, observation of carbonyl

carbons requires carboxylic 13C amino acids and 15N

amino acids, which are the most widely available and

least expensive labeled amino acids.

In addition, for chemically synthesized peptides and
proteins, the REDOR difference spectrum is dominated

by signals from the labeled 13C–15N pairs and has a very

small contribution from natural abundance 13C–15N

pairs. For example, in a sample made with a 100-residue

protein and a single 13C–15N pair, the labeled:natural

abundance pair ratio is �250:1.

3.2. Comparison with other filtering methods

There are recoupling methods other than REDOR

which will also be a heteronuclear filter on these labeled

samples. To compare methods, one key parameter is the

filtering efficiency E, which we define as:

E ¼ Sf=SCP; ð1Þ
where Sf is the labeled signal intensity obtained with

filtering and SCP is the labeled signal intensity obtained

with cross-polarization under the same conditions (e.g.,

MAS spinning frequency, signal averaging time, etc.)
[16]. Comparison of filtering efficiencies between differ-

ent methods is equivalent to comparison of signal-to-

noise ratios. Because REDOR filtering is a difference

method, its maximum theoretical E is �0.50. In practice,
our experimental E are between 0.40 and 0.45 because of

imperfect echos and incomplete 1H decoupling.

Heteronuclear recoupling could also be done using

simultaneous frequency and amplitude modulation
(SFAM), which appears to be more robust than RE-

DOR with respect to RF inhomogeneity and resonance

offsets [43,44]. Transferred-echo double-resonance (TE-

DOR) is another filtering method which has been ap-

plied to amino acids, peptides, and proteins with directly

bonded 13C–15N pairs [45,46]. Reported TEDOR effi-

ciencies are between 0.05 and 0.35 [46–51]. Finally, fil-

tering with 15N–13C cross-polarization between directly
bonded pairs has been used for amino acids, peptides,

and proteins and the reported efficiencies are between

0.40 and 0.70 [50–56]. When 15N–13C cross-polarization

was applied to observe all directly bonded pairs in a

crystalline U-13C, 15N-labeled tripeptide, E � 0:40,
which is similar to what we obtained with REDOR for

HFP-KKK-UF8L9G10 [51]. Some distinct positive as-

pects of REDOR are: (1) it is a robust method with an
easy and rapid setup and (2) its duty cycle is significantly

lower than other methods.

3.3. Applications to membrane-bound fusion peptides

Figs. 2 and 3 show application of the REDOR filter

to fusion peptide samples and the kinds of information

which can be obtained from the resulting spectra. In
Fig. 2, the signal from the influenza fusion peptide Leu-

2 carbonyl is detected in different detergent and lipid

environments and at different peptide:lipid ratios. The

somewhat subtle changes in Figs. 2b and c spectra are
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convincingly observed with the REDOR approach but
would likely have been detected with less certainty us-

ing sample difference spectroscopy. The observed

changes in the chemical shift as a function of envi-

ronment and peptide:lipid ratio are diagnostic of the

variation in the local structure (helical vs. non-helical)

at this residue. The information will be used to design

labeling schemes and solid state NMR experiments

which further probe the membrane-bound peptide
structure. The data show that the REDOR filtering/

solid state NMR approach is efficient in providing

residue-specific data and is complementary to methods

such as circular dichroism and infrared which provide

information about the overall structure of the mem-

brane-bound peptide. For example, our residue-specific

results are consistent with infrared work on this mem-

brane-bound peptide which suggest an equilibrium be-
tween overall helical and non-helical structure [34]. In

Fig. 2a, a signal-to-noise ratio of �5 was obtained in

�24 h on 0.25 lmol of labeled peptide at 1:120 pep-

tide:detergent mol ratio. These data suggest that one

should be able to probe peptide:lipid ratios as low as

1:200, which may be more biologically relevant than

higher ratios. At higher fields, even lower peptide:lipid

ratios should be possible.
Fig. 2a also provides an interesting cross-correlation

of the solid state NMR measurements in frozen DPC

detergent with structures determined in DPC micelles by

solution NMR methods [30–32]. The solid state and

solution NMR samples were made at about the same

peptide:detergent mol ratio, so the agreement between

the helical Leu-2 solid state NMR chemical shift and the

helical structure observed at this residue by solution
NMR methods provides cross-validation of the two

methods.

In Fig. 3, REDOR filtering is applied to a membrane-

bound fusion HIV-1 fusion peptide which was U-13C,
15N-labeled over three residues. In this case, the ap-

proach allowed us to facilely observe the labeled back-

bone 13C, measure linewidths, and assess the potential

for doing a full assignment. Although the linewidths are
a few times larger than those observed in U-13C, 15N

crystalline peptides and proteins, the recent successes

in assignment of these crystalline systems suggest that

a fairly long sequence in our peptide can be as-

signed, followed by a full structure determination [5,39,

51,57–59].

The HFP-KKK-UF8L9G10 peptide was also stud-

ied in frozen detergent and there were large chemical
shift differences between the detergent-bound and

membrane-bound peptide (data not shown). All of the

differences were consistent with a change from helical

to non-helical structure, analogous to what was ob-

served for the influenza fusion peptide in Figs. 2a and c

and consistent with HIV-1 fusion peptide structure in

micelles [60,61].

3.4. Future applications

It should also be possible to observe specific Ca car-

bons by REDOR subtraction; however, only a few

doubly labeled 15N–13Ca amino acids are commercially

available. An alternate (and expensive) labeling scheme

would incorporate a single uniformly 13C/15N-labeled

amino acid. Less expensive labeling could be done with
13Ca on one residue and

15N on the subsequent residue.
In this scheme, the 13Ca–

15N distance is �2.5�AA and the

corresponding dipolar coupling is five times less than the

coupling of the directly bonded pair. Hence, propor-

tionally longer dephasing times will be required in the

REDOR experiment. The filtering will still be successful

but there will be lower sensitivity than that achieved

with directly bonded pairs because of signal losses dur-

ing the dephasing period due to incomplete 13C–1H
decoupling.

Use of REDOR filtering for larger proteins will re-

quire incorporation of specific 13C and 15N labels in an

expression protocol [2,41,62–64]. A single carbonyl site

can be probed using the carboxylic 13C-labeled amino

acid of the residue of interest and the 15N-labeled amino

acid of the next residue in the sequence. This labeling

protocol requires that the sequential pair is unique,
which is less likely for larger proteins. In addition, for

certain amino acids, there can be biosynthetic conver-

sion to other amino acid types. This will only be a se-

rious problem if the unwanted labeled amino acid

happens to be next to another labeled residue in the

sequence and forms an unwanted directly bonded 13C–
15N pair.

We describe a specific example of biosynthetic label-
ing for REDOR filtering. This project (currently un-

derway in our laboratory) investigates a 127-residue

influenza fusion protein construct with sequence:

GLFGAIAGFIENGWEGMIDGWYGFRHQNSEGT

GQAADLKSTQAAIDQINGKLNRVIEKTNEKFHQ

IEKEFSEVEGRIQDLEKYVEDTKIDLWSYNAELL

VALENQHTIDLTDSEMNKLFEKTRRQLR [33]. In

the first twenty-residue fusion peptide domain of this
construct, 10 of the 19 sequential residue pairs are un-

ique while the other 9 pairs are found at multiple loca-

tions in the sequence. As one example, the unique I6A7

pair can be probed with addition of 1-13C-Ile and 15N-

Ala amino acids to the expression broth. The carbonyl

region of the REDOR difference spectrum will primarily

contain signals from the I6A7 pair and from pairs

containing a natural abundance carbonyl with directly
bonded labeled 15N-Ala or a labeled carbonyl 13C-Ile

with directly bonded natural abundance 15N-Ala. As-

suming that each label is incorporated with 80% en-

richment, the ratio of integrated intensities of the unique

I6A7 pair to the other pairs is �7:1. Similar calculations
done for other unique pairs also give approximately this

ratio. Because the unique pair resonates in a narrow
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range of shifts, it will dominate the intensity spectrum to
an extent greater than that implied by the 7:1 integrated

intensity ratio. The other pairs which contain a natural

abundance 13C or 15N will resonate over a broader range

of shifts because they contain multiple amino acid types

found in a variety of local structures. Finally, unlike the

spectra displayed in Figs. 1e–h, the REDOR difference

spectra of the expressed protein samples will also con-

tain significant aliphatic signal because of the presence
of 15N-labeled residues which also contain natural

abundance 13Ca.

4. Conclusions

For MAS observation of labeled backbone carbons

in membrane-bound peptides and proteins, the advan-
tages of REDOR subtraction over sample difference

subtraction are shown to be: (1) superior filtering of

natural abundance signals; (2) requirement of one rather

than two samples; (3) better compensation for spec-

trometer and probe drifts; and (4) no scaling or chemical

shift adjustments. The REDOR approach should be

generally applicable to both chemically and bacterially

synthesized peptides and proteins. In our experiments,
the method provides evidence for the structural plas-

ticity of the membrane-bound influenza fusion peptide

and the feasibility of assignment on U-13C, 15N-labeled

HIV-1 fusion peptide.

5. Experimental

5.1. Samples

HFP peptides corresponding to the 23 N-terminal

residues (sequence AVGIGALFLGFLGAAGSTM-

GARS) of the LAV1a strain of the HIV-1 gp41 envelope

protein were synthesized as their C-terminal amides

using a peptide synthesizer (ABI 431A, Foster City, CA)

equipped for FMOC chemistry. HFP was either unla-
beled, singly 13C carbonyl labeled at Phe-8 (HFP-F8C),

singly 13C carbonyl labeled at Val-2 (HFP-V2C), or 13C

carbonyl labeled at Phe-8 and amide 15N-labeled at Leu-

9 (HFP-F8CL9N). HFP-KKK-UF8L9G10 (sequence

AVGIGALFLGFLGAAGSTMGARSKKK) was syn-

thesized with uniformly 13C, 15N-labeled amino acids at

Phe-8, Leu-9, and Gly-10. Because of the three C-ter-

minal lysines, HFP-KKK dissolved more quickly in
aqueous solution than HFP [65].

IFP-KKK-L2CF3N peptide (sequence GLFGAIAG

FIENGWEGMIDGKKK) and the IFP-GKKK-

L2CF3N peptide (sequence GLFGAIAGFIENGWEG

MIDGGKKK) were synthesized in a manner similar to

that of HFP. The IFP-KKK peptide corresponds to the

20 N-terminal residues of the Influenza A hemagglutinin

fusion protein plus three C-terminal lysine residues to
improve aqueous solubility [65]. There is also a glycine

linker in IFP-GKKK. The peptides were 13C carbonyl

labeled at Leu-2 and 15N amide labeled at Phe-3.

Samples were prepared as previously described [19].

The HFP samples contained lipid/cholesterol mixtures

reflecting the approximate lipid and cholesterol content

of the HIV-1 virus and its target T cells [28]. Two mix-

tures of similar composition were used. ‘‘LM-2’’ had 1-
palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC),

1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine

(POPE), dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-LL-serine]

(DMPS), sphingomyelin, and cholesterol in a 10:6:4:2:10

mol ratio. ‘‘LM-3’’ had POPC, POPE, 1-palmitoyl-2-

oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-LL-serine] (POPS), sphin-

gomyelin, phosphatidylinositol (PI), and cholesterol in a

10:5:2:2:1:10 mol ratio. LM-2 was used for sample dif-
ference spectroscopy and LM-3 was used for REDOR

difference spectroscopy. Samples were prepared in 5mM

Hepes buffer (pH 7.0) and contained �0.5 lmol peptide.
The LM-3 was extruded into 100 nm diameter unila-

mellar vesicles prior to addition of peptide. For the LM-

2 samples, the total initial volume of peptide and lipid

was 4mL and for the LM-3 samples, the initial volume

was 36mL. The peptide and lipid mixtures were kept at
room temperature overnight and then ultracentrifuged

at 130,000g for 4 h to pellet the peptide–lipid complex.

Nearly all peptide binds to lipid under these conditions

and unbound peptide does not pellet. The peptide/lipid

pellet formed after ultracentrifugation was transferred

by spatula to a MAS rotor.

The IFP-KKK samples were prepared in a manner

similar to that of the HFP/LM-3 samples. Two different
detergent or lipid compositions were used: (1) dod-

ecylphosphocholine (DPC) detergent and (2) POPC:

1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-rac-(1-glycer-

ol)] (POPG):cholesterol in a 8:2:5 mol ratio. The com-

positions are similar to those used by other investigators

for this peptide, except for the presence of cholesterol in

our studies and its absence in their studies [30–33]. Our

samples were made in 10mM acetate buffer (pH 5.0) and
contained 0.25–0.7 lmol peptide. The DPC sample was

prepared with 200mM detergent and transferred di-

rectly to the MAS rotor without ultracentrifugation.

5.2. NMR spectroscopy

Strong 13C NMR signals could not be observed

above )20 �C, presumably because of signal attenuation
due to slow motion. Hence, measurements were made at

)50 to )80 �C. Chemical shifts were referenced to the

methylene carbon resonance of adamantane (38.2 ppm).

Sample difference spectroscopy was done on a 9.4 T

spectrometer (Varian VXR) using a double-resonance

MAS probe equipped with a 7mm diameter rotor

(220 lL sample volume). The NMR detection channel
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was tuned to 13C at 100.6MHz and the decoupling
channel was tuned to 1H at 400.0MHz. Experiments

were carried out using a MAS frequency of 3500� 1Hz.

Considering the spinning limitations of the probe, this

was the maximum frequency which also minimized

overlap between carbonyl and other resonances. Appli-

cation of 900 ls of cross-polarization (CP) at 47 kHz was
followed by signal detection with decoupling at 75 kHz.

The recycle delay was 0.5 s.
REDOR spectroscopy [1] was done on a 9.4 T spec-

trometer (Varian Infinity Plus) using triple resonance

MAS probes equipped with either a 4mm or a 6mm

diameter rotor (70 or 240 lL sample volume). The NMR

detection channel was tuned to 13C at 100.8MHz, the

decoupling channel was tuned to 1H at 400.8MHz, and

the third channel was tuned to 15N at 40.6MHz.

Experiments were carried out using MAS frequencies
between 5000 and 8000Hz and the spinning frequency

was stabilized to �2Hz. Between 1 and 2ms of cross-

polarization at 50 kHz was followed by a REDOR

dephasing period and then direct 13C detection. A single

50 kHz 13C refocusing p pulse was placed at the center of
the dephasing time and 1H TPPM decoupling between

65 and 95 kHz was applied during both dephasing and

detection [66]. For peptides labeled with a single 13C–
15N pair, the 13C transmitter was set between 155 and

170 ppm and for the U-13C, 15N-labeled peptide, the 13C

transmitter was set to 76.9 ppm. For the S1 acquisition,
the dephasing time contained a 40 kHz 15N p pulse at

the middle and end of each rotor period, while the S0
acquisition did not contain these pulses. XY-8 phase

cycling was used for the 15N pulses [67,68] and the 15N

frequency was near the isotropic peptide amide reso-
nance. During the dephasing period, pulses were not

actively synchronized to the rotor phase. To obtain

optimal compensation of B0, B1, and spinning frequency
drifts, S0 and S1 FID�s were acquired alternately. The

recycle delay was between 1 and 2 s.
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